
Year 7 comedy script work

• The powerpoint of slides includes the first 

3 weeks of this new half term.

• Make sure you scroll down to the section 

that you suits where you are up to in class.



Lesson 1

• Week commencing 2nd November



Imagine you have three 

pieces of writing in front 

of you: a letter, a story 

and a script. How can 

you tell which one is the 

script?



Lesson 1 - Sick 

as a Parrot

BIG PICTURE

By the end of this project 
you will know the basics of 
how to bring a play script 
to life –from ‘page to stage’

TODAY’S OBJECTIVES-

Explore how to pick up clues from a written play about the characters. 
Decide which section you will choose to bring to life



Read the play –

clues in the script
• How do we know that Mr Guppy is not 

very bright?

• What clues are there in the way this is 

written?

• Is Mrs Crumbly a clever woman? Explain.

• How do we know that some lines are 

shouted or emphasised? 

• CAPTIAL LETTERS!  Italics



Key Words and Definitions to 

learn.
Script =  A play that has been written down.

Lines = What a character says.  

Cue  = A signal for the actor to say their line.

Stage Directions = They tell the actor what to do.

Blocking it = Acting the script out.

Plot = The storyline. 



Key Words and Definitions to learn 

– what’s the word?
=  A play that has been written down.

= What a character says.  

= A signal for the actor to say their line.

= They tell the actor what to do.

= Acting the script out.

= The storyline. 



Tips for learning your script…….

• Choose which side of the A4 page you want to do

• Read through & choose the character you want to play

• Get some paper and write down your cues AND your 
lines precisely

• Highlight your lines

• Writing it helps your brain to store information.

• Ask someone to test you at home. 

• Ask them to read out your cues.

• There are more line learning tips on the next slide

• Try to learn half a page for next time.



How do I learn lines? 

• Read it over again and again and again!

• Ruler method – cover up your line, try to say it, uncover & 

check – do this 3 times before moving onto the next line.

• Partner – get someone to read all other lines including cues

• Loop dialogue – break script into 3 or 4 line sections. Go over 

and over till that bit is right, then go to the next few lines & add 

them together.

• Add an action / reaction to each line



Lesson 2

Week commencing 9th November

Blocking = 

• putting actions to your script to bring it to 

life.

• It also means making sure the audience 

can see all the aciton



I can see 
everybody!



BLOCKING

• Decide where your audience are, try to 
create a simple set. Chair? Table? Where 
is the front?

• Try to add actions. Follow stage directions 
& react to what is said to you, sustain your 
character, follow the plot e.g. ‘open the 
box and laugh’ – do it!!!

• Start experimenting with your voice and 
body language too.



The next slide has a list to help you 

choose a voice & body language



Confident / Shy

Calm  / Touchy

Proud / Sensible

Easily led

Gossip / chatty

Lazy /Energetic

Uneducated 

Snob

Joker

WALK

SLOW – FAST

STRUT – SWAGGER

LIMP

TIP-TOE

SHUFFLE 

DRAG FEET

MARCH – STRIDE

SKIP – RUN

PACE UP & DOWN

VOICE HIGH-LOW

LOUD / SOFT SIGH / MUTTER

SMOOTH / ROUGH      NAG   /MUMBLE

WHISPER /SHOUT      BOAST

WHINE / FIRM          DEMANDING

STUTTER /SHAKY       ACCENT / POSH

SLUR / CLEAR GIGGLE /GUFFAW

GET LOUDER-SOFTER  SWALLOW 

EYES  + FACE

STARE – DART AROUND

NARROWED –WIDE OPEN

SCREW EYES UP

WINK – BLINK

FLUTTER EYELASHES

SQUINT – DAYDREAM

LOOK DOWN NOSE
GRIN – GRIMACE
SULK – PLEAD - FROWN

POSTURE -ARMS – HANDS
STOOD TALL – HUNCH –

CHEST OUT – HEAD UP/ BOWED

Folded – by your side

Loose – tense – clench

Scratch head – crack knuckles

Shrug – bite nails – point - jab

Fiddle with hair /  clothes

PERSONALITY



Make sure you’ve tried to learn 

most of your lines

for next time

[a side of A4]



Lesson 3

• Week commencing 16th November

• Aim to have the full side of your A4 script 

learnt by the end of this lesson.



Characterisation

How do I make my 
character different 
to myself? How do I 
make it comic? Use a different accent or change the 

sound of your voice (pitch, volume, 
pace)

Think about the timing of the 
delivery of your lines;

“Speak Mr Guppy?” 

“I just did” 

Give your character silly mannerisms 
or habits like hiccups or a snorting 
laugh?

Give them a funny walk and weird 
props.



Voice Ideas

•Pitch

•Pace

•Accent

•Habits 



Choose one of your lines & say it in all 

these different voices. 

• HIGH-LOW

• LOUD 

• SMOOTH      

• WHISPER 

• NASAL

• FIRM          

• STUTTER 

• SHAKY       

• An ACCENT / POSH

• GIGGLE /GUFFAW

• SIGH BEFORE YOU SPEAK

• SWALLOW    …

Your hamster Mr. 
Guppy is a rabbit. A 
very big rabbit!

I don’t care if it’s a 
hamster or a rabbit!

It bit my husband a 
week ago. He hasn’t 
woken up yet.



Work on your body language

• You could use the ideas below …..



Animalistics

• Monkey

• Cat

• Pig

• Mouse

Why not try using 
animal 

characteristics to 
help you create 

your role?

Speed?

Gestures?

Facial 
expressions?

Voice?



Funny Costume ideas…

• Too big

• Too small

• Doesn’t make sense

• Back to front

• Inside out

• Wrong uniform

• Not practical

See if you can 
find a funny 
costume in 
your house for 
your character


